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Internal diversification of non-Sub-Saharan haplogroups
in Sahelian populations and the spread of pastoralism
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Abstract
Background: Today, African pastoralists are found mainly in the Sahel/Savannah belt spanning
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6,000 km from west to east, flanked by the Sahara to the north and tropical rainforests to the
south. The most significant group among them are the Fulani who not only keep cattle breeds of
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possible West Eurasian ancestry, but form themselves a gene pool containing some paternally and
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Materials and Methods: We generated complete sequences for 33 mitogenomes belonging to
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maternally-transmitted West Eurasian haplogroups.

haplogroups H1 and U5 (23 and 10, respectively), and genotyped 16 STRs in 65 Y chromosomes
belonging to haplogroup R1b-V88.
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Results: We show that age estimates of the maternal lineage H1cb1, occurring almost exclusively
in the Fulani, point to the time when the first cattle herders settled the Sahel/Savannah belt. Simi-
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lar age estimates were obtained for paternal lineage R1b-V88, which occurs today in the Fulani
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Berbers, shows a shallower age, suggesting another possibly independent input into the Sahelian
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but also in other, mostly pastoral populations. Maternal clade U5b1b1b, reported earlier in the
pastoralist gene pool.
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Conclusions: Despite the fact that animal domestication originated in the Near East  10 ka, and
that it was from there that animals such as sheep, goats as well as cattle were introduced into
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Northeast Africa soon thereafter, contemporary cattle keepers in the Sahel/Savannah belt show
uniparental genetic affinities that suggest the possibility of an ancient contact with an additional
ancestral population of western Mediterranean ancestry.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

where both plants and animals were domesticated more than 10 thousand years ago (ka). The increased availability of food led to population

The stability of the Holocene climate is often cited as a leading factor

expansions, more intensive gene flows among local demes, and a sub-

contributing to the rise of the sedentary human lifestyle and geo-

sequent decrease of population differentiation in the area (Lazaridis

graphic spread of food-producing subsistence strategies (Diamond,

et al., 2016). Unlike Europe, to which both animal herding and plant

2002). The earliest agricultural center was established in the Near East,

cultivation spread from Anatolia  8 ka, in Africa only animal (and not
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plant) domestication was practiced at that time (Neumann, 2003,
2005).

ET AL.

several ancestral Middle Eastern lineages such as U6, M1, U5, R0, and
 
 
T1 (Achilli et al., 2005; Cerezo, Cern
y, Carracedo, & Salas, 2011; Cern
y

Among the animals raised by people for food, cattle have certainly

 
et al., 2011b; Kujanov
a, Pereira, Fernandes, Pereira, & Cern
y, 2009;

played a leading role. Apart from being certainly used as a source of

Pereira et al., 2010; Rosa & Brehm, 2011); likewise the Y chromosome

meat, it has been suggested that ancient African pastoralists also used
to milk their cattle (Marshall & Hildebrand, 2002). Recent findings of

gene pool includes the originally Middle Eastern lineages R1b-V88 and
 y
, & Novelletto, 2013; Cruciani et al., 2010; Kujanova
J1 (Bučkov
a, Cern

organic milk residue on  7 ka old pottery excavated in the Libyan

et al., 2009). Their further diversification beyond the Sahara into the

Fezzan supports this idea (Dunne et al., 2012). However, the origin and

Sahel/Savannah belt, is, however, much less understood. Phylogeo-

spread of present-day African cattle is still not well understood despite

graphic studies of the two sub-Saharan haplogroups L3e5 and L3f3

being domesticated from two or three sub-species of wild auroch (Bos

from the central Sahel (Lake Chad Basin) have revealed the demo-

primigenius) originally living in the Middle East (B. p. primigenius), North

graphic expansion that resulted from the impact the Holocene climatic

Africa (B. p. africanus), and South Asia (B. p. namadicus). While the Mid-

optimum had on food availability. However, even though these studies

dle Eastern humpless taurine cattle Bos taurus (originating from B. p.
primigenius) was introduced to North Africa  6.5 ka (MacDonald,

support the Middle Eastern haplogroups’ possible association with pas 
 y
, 2013),
toralism (Cern
y et al., 2009; Podgorna, Soares, Pereira, & Cern

2011), two South Asian humped zebu breeds of Bos indicus (originating

no study has been specifically focused on the internal diversity of

from B. p. namadicus) came to East Africa  4 ka via Arabia (Gifford-

West Eurasian lineages across the whole range of the Sahel belt.

Gonzalez & Hanotte, 2011). All these breeds met in the West African

In this article, we have analyzed three West Eurasian uniparental

Sahel/Savannah belt that is now the Sahara starting to dry up  5.5 ka

haplogroups occurring in Sahelian/Savannah populations. We show

North African pastoralists and their humpless taurine moved there  4

that the maternal clade H1cb1 is found almost exclusively among

ka (Linseele, 2013), with East African pastoralists and their zebus arriv-

Fulani pastoralists, and displays internal diversity corresponding

ing slightly later. This made crossbreeding possible, and resulting in

approximately to the period when the first pastoralists settled the

new breeds such as the sanga and zenga (Mwai, Hanotte, Kwon, &

region. Similar age estimates have been obtained for the paternal line-

Cho, 2015). The past complexity of African cattle breeding practices is

age R1b-V88. This haplogroup also occurs primarily in pastoral popula-

evidenced by contemporary genetic imprints of wild African auroch

tions (though not only in Fulani), and it is the pastoral haplotypes that

ancestry (originating from B. p. africanus) detected in the genetic diver-

can be found at the phylogenetic root of the haplogroup—the derived

sity of the domesticated (and originally Middle Eastern and South

haplotypes rather being found in the sedentary population. On the

Asian) African cattle breeds (Hanotte et al., 2002; Loftus, MacHugh,

other hand, another West Eurasian maternal clade, U5b1b1b, in the

Bradley, Sharp, & Cunningham, 1994; Perez-Pardal et al., 2010). Last

past reported mostly in the Berbers (Achilli et al., 2005), shows a much

but not least, sheep and goats complemented the cattle in the first Afri-

younger age than H1cb1 and R1b-V88, suggesting another and possi-

can pastoralists’ livestock repertoire. Since their wild ancestors had

bly separate Eurasian input into the Sahelian Fulani pastoralist gene

lived in the Middle East, it has been suggested that these herd animals

pool. We show how these genetic findings match archaeological data

were introduced to Africa  7 ka as already domesticated (Gifford-

and shed new light on the origin of pastoralism in the Sahel.

Gonzalez & Hanotte, 2011).
It is currently believed that keeping livestock in Africa was origi-

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

nally closely related to transhumant pastoralism (Kuper & Riemer,
2013; Sereno et al., 2008). The wide plains of the green Sahara during

We analyzed the D-loop segment (HVS-1 and HVS-2) diversity of the

the African Humid Period (between 9 and 6 ka) provided excellent con-

mtDNA and some SNPs from the non-recombining region of the Y

ditions for such pastoral activity (Drake, Blench, Armitage, Bristow, &

chromosome (NRY) in several African Sahelian populations. Part of this

White, 2011). Populations practicing a nomadic lifestyle very probably
met their animals’ needs by undergoing both seasonal movement and

dataset had been previously published (Al-Abri et al., 2012; Bučkova
 y
 y


 et al., 2006, 2011b; Cern
, Salas, Hajek, Zaloudkov
et al., 2013; Cern
a,

long-range migrations. With the progressive aridification of the Saharan

 y
 zkov
, Cí
& Brdička, 2007; Cern
a, Poloni, Al-Meeri, & Mulligan, 2016;

climate  5.5 ka (Armitage, Bristow, & Drake, 2015), pastoralists
started to concentrate in river bed systems such as the Wadi Howar,

Musilov
a et al., 2011; Pereira et al., 2010; Priehodova et al., 2017;
 y
, 2014; Soares et al., 2012) and
Priehodov
a, Abdelsawy, Heyer, & Cern

east of the Nile Valley, and then spread to the present Sahel/Savannah

part is drawn from new unpublished collections (see Supporting Infor-

€llath, 2013).
belt (Jesse, Keding, Lenssen-Erz, & Po

mation Table S1). The information from the D-loop region made it pos-

The spread of pastoralism to the African continent and specifically

sible for us to assign mtDNA sequences to haplogroups according to

to the Sahel could have engendered either cultural or demic diffusion,

the most up-to-date phylogenetic evidence using the rCRS-oriented

or a combination of the two. The important question for us is whether

version of Build 17 on the PhyloTree website (van Oven & Kayser,

there is evidence of Near Eastern uniparental lineages being introduced

2009); the resulting classification was checked against the output of

by migrants into the gene pool of the Sahel/Savannah dwellers, and

HaploGrep software (Kloss-Brandstätter et al., 2011). Subsequently,

expanding around the time pastoralism reached the area, i.e., 4–5 ka. In

we selected samples belonging to two West Eurasian haplogroups - H1

fact, the contemporary North African mtDNA gene pool includes

and U5b - for complete sequencing according to the strategy published
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Frequencies and spatial distributions of mtDNA haplogroups U5b and H1cb (above) and the NRY haplogroup R1b-V88 (below)
in Sahelian populations; population abbreviation in the Supplementary Table 1

FIGURE 1

 y
 et al., 2011b. Regarding the NRY, we analyzed the Sahelian
in Cern

4 Fulani from Niger, 2 Fulani from Chad, and 1 Songhai from Mali), and

samples for the NRY haplogroup R-M207. These samples were geno-

10 of 13 available haplogroup U5b samples (2 Fulani from Burkina

typed for R-V88 and R-M17 by the RFLP method using specific restriction enzymes. Primer sequences and restriction enzymes are listed in

Faso, 3 Fulani from Niger, 4 Fulani from Chad, and 1 Songhai from
 y
 et al.,
Mali) according to procedures described previously (Cern

Supporting Information Table S2.

2011a). PCR fragments were sequenced with forward primers, and in

In total, we analyzed 2,129 samples of mtDNA and 1,107 Y chro-

some cases with the reverse primers as well (in case of ambiguity or in

mosomes. Supporting Information Table S1 lists the populations used,

the presence of polycytosine stretches). The resulting sequences were

their subsistence pattern, language affiliation and geographic coordi-

read with BioEdit version 7.0.9.1 (Hall, 1999). Mutations were scored

nates. A clearer graphical representation of the proportion of Eurasian

relative to the revised reference sequence, rCRS (Andrews et al., 1999),

DNAs within each population (U5b and H1cb for mtDNAs, and R1b for

with the numbers 1–16,569 referring to the position of the mutation in

Y chromosomes) is provided by Figure 1.

that sequence. mtDNA-GeneSyn software (Pereira et al., 2009) was

Regarding mtDNA analysis, we did whole-mtDNA sequencing for

used to convert the files.

23 of 24 samples belonging to haplogroup H1cb (1 Fulani from Guinea,

The 33 (23 H1cb and 10 U5b) newly generated mitogenomes

1 Fulani from Senegal, 3 Fulani from Mali, 11 Fulani from Burkina Faso,

were compared with complete sequences available in GenBank. We

4
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found 1,298 H1 and 626 U5 sequences, but only 2 H1 and 6 U5 were

ran 100,000,000 iterations, with samples drawn every 10,000 MCMC

phylogenetically close, underscoring that Sahelian variation is still

steps after a discarded burn-in of 10,000,000 steps. We checked for

underrepresented in commonly available datasets. Preliminary network

convergence to the stationary distribution and sufficient sampling by

analyses (Bandelt, Forster, Sykes, & Richards, 1995) had led to a sug-

inspection of posterior samples. We visualized the BSPs with Tracer

gested branching order for the trees, which we then constructed most

v1.3 (Drummond et al., 2005), using a generation time of 25 years, and

parsimoniously by hand. For wider comparison, we also analyzed a

forcing the larger haplogroups to be monophyletic. In order to perform

worldwide database of HVS-1 sequences (Fernandes et al., 2015),

a systematic comparison and description of the increment periods in

assembled from data in previously published literature, amounting to

the effective population size of the BSP, we calculated the rate of pop-

55,324 sequences in total. The H1cb and U5b1b1b sequences found in

ulation size change through time.

this dataset are summarized in Supporting Information Table S3. The

With regard to NRY, we found 72 samples belonging to hap-

complete mtDNA sequences were submitted to GenBank (accession

logroup R1b and analyzed all 65 samples belonging to the haplogroup

numbers KY923831–KY923863).

R1b-V88. As opposed to the mtDNA haplogroups H1cb and U5b

In order to estimate the time to the most recent common ancestor

found in the Fulani and Songhai, R1b-V88 was also distributed

(TMRCA) for specific clades in the phylogeny, we used the q statistic

throughout other Sahelian populations (3 Fulani from Senegal, 10

(Forster, Harding, Torroni, & Bandelt, 1996) and maximum likelihood

Fulani from Niger, 1 Fulani from Cameroon, 1 Fulani from Chad, 6

(ML). For q (the mean sequence divergence from the inferred ancestral

Daza from Chad, 7 Sudanese Arabs, 6 Shuwa Arabs from Nigeria, 3

haplotype of the clade in question) we set the mutation rate estimate

Tuareg from Niger, 7 Baggara Arabs from Chad, 4 Maba from Chad

for the whole-mtDNA sequence corrected for purifying selection to

at from Chad). In these samples, we genotyped two
and 16 Dangale

one substitution in every 3,624 years, and for the synonymous muta-

additional SNPs (V8 and V69) allowing us to discriminate between spe-

tion rate at one substitution in every 7,884 years (Soares et al., 2009);

cific branches of R1b-V88 (Cruciani et al., 2010). SNPs were analyzed

and standard errors were estimated as previously described (Saillard,

by the RFLP method, using primers and restriction enzymes listed in

Forster, Lynnerup, Bandelt, & Norby, 2000). ML estimates of branch

Supporting Information Table S2. Subsequently, in order to be able to

lengths were obtained using PAML 4.8a (Yang, 1997) assuming the

obtain an age estimate, we genotyped 16 STRs (DYS19, DYS388,

HKY85 mutation model with gamma-distributed rates (approximated

DYS389I, DYS390, DYS391, DYS392, DYS393, DYS389II, DYS439,

by a discrete distribution having 32 categories), partitions (the two

DYS456, DYS458, DYS635, Y_GATA_H4, DYS437, DYS438, and

hypervariable regions as a block versus the remaining mtDNA genome)

DYS448) using AmpFLSTR® Yfiler® (Applied Biosystems) as per the

and a generation time of 25 years. We converted mutational distance

manufacturer’s instructions.

in ML to time using the same whole-mtDNA genome clock of
3,624 years.

A median joining network of STR haplotypes was obtained using
the Network v. 4.6.1.0 program (Bandelt, Forster, & Rohl, 1999).

In order to investigate the population demography associated with

Weights were set inversely proportional to the variance of STR

the analyzed Sahelian mtDNA haplogroups (H1cb and U5b1b1b), we

repeats. In order to infer age estimates of R1b-V88 in the Sahelian

generated Bayesian Skyline Plots (BSPs) (Drummond, Rambaut, Sha-

(meta)population, the BATWING program (Wilson, Weale, & Balding,

piro, & Pybus, 2005) using BEAST 1.5.4 (Drummond & Rambaut, 2007)

2003) was used. This software also runs a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo

for a total of 42 mitogenomes. To achieve that, we use relaxed molecu-

(MCMC) procedure to generate a series of genealogical trees with

lar clock (lognormal in distribution across branches and uncorrelated

associated parameter values consistent with the data. The generation

between them) and the HKY model of nucleotide substitutions with

time was set to 30 years, and a total of 600,000 steps were performed

gamma-distributed rates (10 gamma categories). BSPs estimate the

in each run and sampled every 100 steps; the first 1,000 output results

effective population size (Ne) through time using random sequences

discarded as burn-in. All V69-derived haplotypes were considered a

from a given population, but have also proven effective with individual

monophyletic clade within V88.

haplogroup data (Atkinson, Gray, & Drummond, 2009). For this analysis, we used a mutation rate of 2.514 3 1028 (1.5 times higher than

3 | RESULTS

the 1.665x1028 used in q and ML), previously estimated by using internal calibration points within the U6 phylogeny (Pereira et al., 2010b), a

Sequencing of the HVS-1 (and in several cases of the HVS-2) in 2,129

sister branch of U5. This date is faster because it was estimated in a

mtDNA samples from Sahelian populations revealed a clear predomi-

younger part of the tree and not in the total human mtDNA tree, so

nance (82.8%) of sub-Saharan haplotypes belonging to haplogroups

the amount of non-synonymous mutations is high (Cavadas et al.,

L1–6. The remaining haplotypes (17.2%) were classified as non-L, a

2015). We used this mutation rate here in order to compare dates of

meta-group which includes haplotypes of West Eurasian ancestry. We

expansion of haplogroups with the ones obtained when using a purify-

used a chi-square test to examine whether these two kinds of sequen-

ing selection-corrected mutation rate calculated in the total human

ces (L-type and non-L-type) were evenly distributed between nomadic

mtDNA tree. BEAST uses a Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC)

pastoralists and sedentary farmers, and found that the observed differ-

approach to sample from the posterior distributions of model parame-

ence (higher frequency of non-L among pastoralists) falls short of sta-

ters (branching times in the tree and substitution rates). Specifically, we

tistical significance (p 5 0.065). However, haplogroups H1cb and U5b
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Phylogenetic tree of the mtDNA H1cb haplogroup. Labels on the branches represent nucleotide positions followed by the
suffix “A,” “G,” “C,” or “T,” depending on the mutation with respect to rCRS. Reversions are indicated by “!”; synonymous mutations are
marked bold; three different types of TMRCA estimations (mean and 95% confidence intervals) have been used. Haplotype 1—KY923847
Fulani Mali, haplotype 2—KY923845 Songhai Mali, haplotype 3—KY923842 Fulani Burkina Faso, haplotype 4—KY923850 Fulani Burkina
Faso, haplotype 5—KY923841 Fulani Niger, haplotype 6—KY923843 Fulani Chad, haplotype 7—KY923848 Fulani Guinea, KY923851 Fulani
Burkina Faso, KY923844 Fulani Niger, and KY923846 Fulani Niger, haplotype 8—KY923834 Fulani Mali, haplotype 9—KY923853 Fulani
Senegal, haplotype 10—KY923836 Fulani Burkina Faso, haplotype 11—KY923833 Fulani Burkina Faso, haplotype 12—KY923863 Fulani
Burkina Faso, KY923849 Fulani Burkina Faso, KY923835 Fulani Burkina Faso, KY923837 Fulani Burkina Faso, KY923839 Fulani Burkina
Faso, KY923840 Fulani Burkina Faso, KY923832 Fulani Niger, KY923831 Fulani Mali, and KY923838 Fulani Chad, haplotype 13—FJ236979
Mauritania, and haplotype 14—AF382002 Spain Maragato

FIGURE 2

both occurred significantly more often in the Fulani pastoralists than

estimation of 7,685 years (95% confidence interval 5 4,877–10,541)

other populations (chi-square tests, p < 0.05), so we decided to focus

obtained by ML. We believe that this q value is probably an overesti-

on these samples.

mation due to the fact that the stem branch defining H1cb1 (bearing

Whole mtDNA genome sequencing revealed that all our samples

almost all the sequences under analysis) is quite a long one within hap-

classified as H shared the 3010A, 5111T, 10257T, 16145A, and

logroup H1: it is defined by three mutational events as opposed to the

16222T variants. Using the most parsimonious tree (Figure 2), these

most commonly observed single unit length of other branches in the

sequences formed a new branch within the clade H1 (which we named

strongly star-like H1 phylogeny. Our assumption is also supported by

H1cb), characterized by substitution 12358G. This same variant was

the fact that, according to Soares et al. 2010, the q estimate for H1

also shared by one Maragato sample from Spain (Maca-Meyer, Gonza-

overall (10.8 ka [8.8–12.8] is younger than our figure, and that it is

lez, Larruga, Flores, & Cabrera, 2001) and one individual from Maurita-

therefore more probable that H1cb arose between 10–7 ka.

nia (Ennafaa et al., 2009). PhyloTree reports the sub-haplogroup H100

Concerning U5, whole mtDNA genome sequencing revealed

bearing the substitution 12358G, but not the 3010A variant typical of

that all our samples also shared - in addition to the mutations defin-

H1. With the exception of the H1cb Maragato sequence, all the others

ing haplogroup U5-the 150T, 5656G, 7768G, 8413G, 10927C,

also shared the 10257T, 16145A, and 16222T variants, clearly defining

12618A, 14182C, 16189C, 7385G, and 16320T variants. According

subclade H1cb1 having a published sample from Mauritania at its root.

to the most parsimonious tree construction (Figure 3), these

All the other new samples shared the derived substitution 5111T,

sequences belong to haplogroup U5b1b1b, forming a clade along

defining subclade H1cb1a. Although we did not detect any substitution

with other previously published sequences (four African Americans

at position 12358 in 13 of the new sequences, the fact that all these

from USA (Just, Diegoli, Saunier, Irwin, & Parsons, 2008), one from

samples have all H1cb1 and H1cb1a-defining derived alleles in com-

Puerto Rico (Family Tree DNA) and one Fulani sample from Senegal

mon lead us to suppose that a back mutation has occurred here. These

(Achilli et al., 2005).

sequences forming subclade H1cb1a1 also have an additional substitution at position 12236.

The age estimations of U5b1b1b were almost the same whether
using a q statistic with whole mtDNA genome substitution rate (481

The age of H1cb was estimated by q statistics using a whole

years [0–1,027]), a q statistic with a synonymous rate (493 years [0–

mtDNA genome rate of 14,598 years (95% confidence inter-

1,458]) or ML (500 years [0–1,156])—and therefore match the expan-

val 5 3,724–26,119), which is approximately two times older than the

sion time for H1cb1a1.

6
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Bayesian Skyline Plot (BSP) based on H1cb and
U5b1b1b haplogroup data, indicating the median of the
hypothetical effective population size change through time
(assuming 25 years per generation)

FIGURE 4

expansion times inferred from a mutation rate for the total human
mtDNA tree but by correcting for purifying selection.
The phylogenetic reconstruction of Sahelian R1b-V88 Y-STR haplotypes is shown in Figure 5, and its general structure suggests that a
relevant part of the haplotypic diversity of this clade remains
unsampled. A tentative reconstruction of the ancestral haplotype(s) for
the Sahel can be obtained by inference and comparison with the data
by Cruciani et al. (2010). First, the ancestral haplotypes should reside
to the left of the black arrow indicating the origin of the derived V69
Phylogenetic tree of mtDNA U5b1b1b haplogroup. For
all information concerning the labels, see the legend of Figure 2.
Haplotype 1—DQ282508 USA, DQ282509 USA, DQ282510 USA,
DQ282511 USA, FJ842500 Puerto Rico, AY882407 Fulani Senegal,
KY923855 Fulani Burkina Faso, KY923856 Fulani Burkina Faso,
KY923852 Fulani Niger, KY923861 Fulani Niger, KY923857 Fulani
Chad, KY923859 Fulani Chad, and KY923862 Songhai Mali,
haplotype 2—KY923854 Fulani Niger, haplotype 3—KY923858
Fulani Chad, and haplotype 4—KY923860 Fulani Chad

FIGURE 3

allele. Second, the entire top-right branch of the network is most likely
derived, being characterized mostly by alleles DYS392(12) and DYS393
(14/15), whereas the vast majority of Cruciani et al.’s haplotypes carry
at haplotypes (forming the
the DYS393(13) allele. Third, the Dangale
yellow cluster in the left upper part of the figure) are also derived, carrying mostly the unusual DYS19(16) allele. In summary, the most likely
positions of the ancestral haplotypes would be around the central reticulation. There are two groups of Fulani haplotypes that lie in proximity
to this part of the network, found in the FFE (3) and FDIF (2). All these

As for geographic provenance, when sorting the larger HVS-1
dataset by H background and polymorphisms 16145–16222 (Support-

haplotypes are characterized by the motif 15–11-13–12 at DYS19DYS391-DYS393-DYS439, i.e. they share the most common 4-loci

ing Information Table S3), possible matching H1cb1 sequences are
restricted to North Africa (2 Tunisian), West Africa (1 Cape Verde, 5
Fulani from Nigeria, 2 Senegal, and 1 Mauritania), and two cases of
what are most likely African-introduced sequences to Iberia and Argentina (one each, respectively). None, however, are from the Near East.
When sorting the HVS-1 dataset by U5 background and polymorphisms 16189–16192–16270–16320 (Supporting Information Table
S3), we found 8 putative U5b1b1b sequences in Africa (4 Senegal, 2
Mali, 1 Cape Verde, and 1 Nigeria), 3 in Madeira Island (Northern
Atlantic), and 5 in probable recent migrants to the USA; as in the case
of H1cb1, no signal of a Near Eastern connection emerged.
The estimate of population growth of individuals carrying
U5b1b1b and H1cb, as assessed by the BSP (Figure 4), highlights a
strong expansion having started  1.2 ka, reaching greatest intensity
around 700–500 ya, and continuing still today; overall there has been
an  11-fold increase of this population represented by U5b1b1b itself
and by H1cb1a1. These Bayesian dates, estimated by using a mutation
rate limited to a younger part of the human mtDNA tree, match the

Median joining network of Y-STR haplotypes of haplogroup R1b-V88 in the Sahel. Nodes are colored according to the
population contributing the corresponding haplotype. Color codes
are: green—Arabs; black—Fulani; purple—Daza; red—Tuareg; blue—
at. Node size is proportional to the number
Maba; yellow—Dangale
of observations. For the sake of clarity, median vectors are omitted. The black arrow indicates the origin of the derived V69 allele

FIGURE 5
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haplotype reported by Cruciani et al. (2010), found especially fre-

Inferring from the phylogeography of mtDNA haplogroups M1 and

quently among chromosomes sampled in North Africa (the purported

U6, we know that back-to-Africa migrations occurred in the Late Pleis-

entry route of V88 to Africa). This could lend support to the hypothesis

tocene (Olivieri et al., 2006; Pennarun et al., 2012), while other West

that nomadic people were the conveyors of V88 chromosomes into

Eurasian inputs seem to have occurred in the Holocene (Arredi et al.,

the Sahel.

2004; Fernandes et al., 2015; Kujanov
a et al., 2009). In the present

The age estimate calculated for the entire V88 clade was 7.763 ka

study, we demonstrate that the age estimates of West Eurasian unipar-

(mean) or 7.458 ka (median) (95% confidence interval 5 4.991–12.370

ental haplogroups U5b and H1cb - which, in the Sahel/Savannah belt,

ka). Some populations, however, were scattered throughout the net-

occur more often in pastoralists (especially the Fulani)-are chronologi-

work, while others were clustered. The particularly prominent cluster-

cally concordant with the introduction of livestock to the region (as

at, together with the shape of the Daza cluster,
ing for the Dangale

documented independently by archaeological data).

suggests that the V88 chromosomes have radiated within these popu-

Inferring the geographical location of the ancestral West Eurasian

lations recently, but without the fast population growth which would

population that was the source of these Holocene inputs to the

have produced a more marked star-like shape of the figure.

present-day Sahel/Savannah uniparental gene pool can be approached
from a phylogeographical perspective. The length of the H1cb branch

4 | DISCUSSION

is probably a messenger of its long isolation from other H1 Mediterranean relatives, and of an episode(s) of a bottleneck(s) in the carriers of

Africa today has about 150 breeds of cattle with unique adaptive diver-

its ancestors. It is well attested that H1 emerged in Iberia/South

sity (Kim et al., 2017), and not every aspect of the extremely complex

Europe (Pereira et al., 2005b); after its introduction to North Africa

process of the domestication of cattle in Africa achieving this diversity

(Cherni et al., 2005; Pereira, Cunha, Alves, & Amorim, 2005a) it was

has been clarified. One very certain fact is that the introduction of the

conveyed beyond the Sahara by nomads such as the Tuareg (Ottoni

humped zebu was a later-occurring phenomenon than that of the

et al., 2009; Pereira et al., 2010). Curiously, however, Tuareg H1 line-

humpless taurine, and was perhaps connected with the invasion of

ages (H1v, H1w, and H1x) do not belong to the same H1cb clade

Arabs, who do not currently share uniparental haplogroups with the

(HVS-1 motive 16145A–16222T) that we found in the Fulani (Ottoni

Fulani. The earliest cattle keepers in Africa must therefore have arrived

et al., 2010). The fact that the basal sequence within H1cb is a Spanish

from the Near East with their taurine. Then spreading beyond the

sample from the Maragatos community-thought to have Berber origin

Sahara; there was a much later genetic introgression of the zebu, prob-

(Larruga, Diez, Pinto, Flores, & Gonzalez, 2001)-fits both of the possible

ably from South Asia via Arabia more than a thousand years ago (Chan,

scenarios of its Iberian origin and migration toward Africa or a North

Nagaraj, & Reverter, 2010). The cattle kept by contemporary Fulani

African origin and migration to Iberia.

pastoralists (mostly the breeds such as Red Bororo and White Fulani)

Pinpointing the geographic origin of the U5b1b1b haplogroup is a

are animals whose taurine ancestry remains clearly detectable, even if

more difficult task. The parental lineage U5b1b1, aged  9 ka, is highly

their zebu ancestry can be dominant. However, the strong gene flow

dispersed from the Saami in Scandinavia to Berbers in North Africa,

shown between breeds of Fulani cattle in analyses of their genetic

indicating the Franco-Cantabrian refuge area as the most parsimonious

markers suggest intensive past contacts among the regional Fulani pop-

source of late-glacial expansions of hunter-gatherers repopulating the

ulations in the Western and Central Sahel (Ibeagha-Awemu & Erhardt,

entire region heading both north and south (Achilli et al., 2005). The

2005, 2006); such contact is also evidenced by the shared mtDNA hap y
 et al., 2006, 2011b).
lotypes in these populations (Cern

most probable hypothesis is, therefore, that the U5b1b1b found in the
Fulani today is derived from North African U5b1b1 ancestors.

It is interesting that human genetic evidence of African cattle herd-

Both H1cb and U5b1b1b seem to be excellent markers of Euro-

ing and direct exploitation of milk resources exists through the diversity

pean - and not Near Eastern - ancestry inputs into the contemporary

of the LCT (lactase gene) enhancer region. In sub-Saharan Africa, four

Fulani population. Their specificity also enables the recognition of the

different human lactase persistence (LP) alleles enabling digestion of

origin of these haplotypes even when observed elsewhere in the world,

milk in adulthood have been documented. The origin of 214,010*C,

for example in America, to where these lineages were most probably

occurring only in East Africa, has been estimated at approximately  7

transferred through the transatlantic slave trade (Salas et al., 2004). It is

ka, but its 95% confidence interval is 1,200–23,000 years (Tishkoff

difficult to explain why these two maternal lineages remained confined

et al., 2007). Another variant, 213,915*G, originated  4 ka in Arabia,

to the Fulani, but perpetual migrations and limited contact with their

probably in connection with camel domestication (Enattah et al., 2008),

sedentary neighbors is a possible explanation. The observation of sev-

and was introduced in Africa much later by the Bedouins from Arabia

eral identical mitogenomes could also be explained by isolation within

(Priehodova et al., 2014, 2017). The fact that haplotypes having

the Fulani groups, as described previously (Hampshire & Smith, 2001).

222,018*G and 213,910*T LCT alleles are shared by the Fulani from

According to historical accounts, the Fulani, with their cattle-oriented

Northern Cameroon, the Mozabite Berbers from Algeria and European

way of life, first moved in the 10th century C.E. from Futa Toro in the

populations (Lokki et al., 2011; Ranciaro et al., 2014) can be taken as

Senegal Valley to Futa Djallon, followed by another move to the inner

another signal of an ancient pastoralist migration from outside Africa

delta of Niger and Hausaland 500 years later (Newman, 1995), finally

(Myles et al., 2005).

establishing the Sokoto Caliphate in the southwestern part of the Lake

8
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COMPETE 2020, Portugal 2020, and by Portuguese funds through

Stenning, 1959). Interestingly, we found that the strongest expansion

rio da Cie
^ncia, Tecnologia e Inovaç~
FCT/Ministe
ao (POCI-01–0145-

signal of the H1cb1a1 and U5b1b1b lineages falls within the period of

FEDER-007274). All authors have disclosed any potential sources of

the Fulani historical expansion.
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et al., 2010). Despite there being only 4 STR loci shared between Cruciani et al.’s and our studies, it seems that the populations we sampled

R EF ER E N CE S

form only a subset of the Eurasian, North, and Central African R1b-V88

Achilli, A., Rengo, C., Battaglia, V., Pala, M., Olivieri, A., Fornarino, S., . . .
Torroni, A. (2005). Saami and Berbers - an unexpected mitochondrial
DNA link. American Journal of Human Genetics, 76, 883–886.

variation. The most probable explanation is that the Sahelian/Savannah
paternal gene pool stems from a subset of an ancestral population bearing this haplogroup, and thus harbors only a portion of its diversity. These
findings support the idea of a “homeland” of this haplogroup somewhere
in the Middle East and its later spread to the Lake Chad Basin with the
first pastoralists, probably either via Wadi Howar or from the north
(Jesse et al., 2013). On the other hand, the fact that this haplogroup has
also been detected in populations other than those speaking Chadic languages does not play in favor of its inclusion in the trans-Saharan spread
of the proto-Chadic languages to Lake Chad Basin (Ehret, 2002).
Our results are further supported by a study revealing that multiple
Eurasian migrations shaped the genetic diversity of the central Sahel
(Haber et al., 2016), provided similar (even if slightly lower; 5,700–
7,300 ya) age estimate for R1b-V88 to ours. This study also concluded
that this specific clade penetrated Africa independently of the spread
of the Afro-Asiatic languages or passed to other groups through admixture. Therefore, similarly as our study showing a multiethnic distribution of the R1b-V88, Haber et al.’s study cannot confirm the
suggestion that the R1b-V88 is a paternal genetic record of the midHolocene migration of proto-Chadic Afro-Asiatic speakers (Cruciani
et al., 2010). In this regard, it is safer to return to the original idea of
the spread via Wadi Howar supported by linguistic (Blench, 1999) and
 y
 et al., 2009).
mtDNA data (Cern
Apart from the results of the analysis of uniparental haplogroups
in this study, there is other support for European inputs into the Sahelian population in the literature. A couple of genome-wide datasets
have also revealed an outlier position and/or a European/West Eurasian ancestry of the Fulani (Henn et al., 2012; Tishkoff et al., 2009). In
addition, other analyses of the Fulani collected in the Sahel have
detected signatures of positive selection for Eurasian alleles in the
TAS2R genes responsible for detection of natural alkaloids such as quinine and strychnine (Triska et al., 2015).
Last but not least regarding Eurasian inputs, a whole genome study
of various sub-Saharan populations also detected Eurasian admixture
in one of the Fulani groups from Senegal, dated at 320–780 years ago
(Gurdasani et al., 2015), which is consistent with our age estimates of
U5b1b1b and H1cb1a1. It seems, therefore, that the Fulani-and especially the Fulani pastoralists-form an admixed population group of various sub-Saharan, North African and Eurasian ancestries.
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